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Title: Reliability and validity of subjective measures of aerobic intensity in adults with spinal cord injury: a systematic review

ABSTRACT

Objective: To systematically synthesize and appraise research regarding test-retest reliability or criterion validity of subjective measures for assessing aerobic exercise intensity in adults with spinal cord injury (SCI).

Data Sources: Electronic databases (Pubmed, PsychINFO, SPORTDiscus, EMBASE and CINAHL) were searched from inception to 1-1-2016.

Study Selection: Studies involving at least 50% of participants with SCI who performed an aerobic exercise test that included measurement of subjective and objective intensity based on test-retest reliability or criterion validity protocols.

Data Extraction: Characteristics were extracted on study design, measures, participants, protocols, and results. Each study was evaluated for risk of bias based on strength of the study design and a quality checklist score (COnsensus-based Standards for the selection of health Measurement Instruments [COSMIN]).

Data Synthesis: The seven eligible studies (one for reliability, six for validity) evaluated overall, peripheral and/or central ratings of perceived exertion on a 6-20 scale (RPE 6-20). No eligible studies were identified for other subjective intensity measures. The evidence for reliability and validity were synthesized separately for each measure, and assessed using Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE). Overall, very low GRADE confidence ratings were established for reliability and validity evidence generalizable to the entire population with SCI and various upper-body and lower-body modalities. There was low confidence for the evidence showing that overall RPE 6-20 has
acceptable validity for adults with SCI and high fitness levels performing moderate to vigorous-intensity upper-body aerobic exercise.

Conclusions: Health care professionals and scientists need to be aware of the very low to low confidence in the evidence, which currently prohibits a strong clinical recommendation for the use of subjective measures for assessing aerobic exercise intensity in adults with SCI. However, a tentative, conditional recommendation regarding overall RPE 6-20 seems applicable depending on participants’ fitness level as well as the exercise intensity and modality used.

MeSH Key Words: paraplegia; quadriplegia; spinal cord injuries; exercise; sports
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

COSMIN = COnsensus-based Standards for the selection of health Measurement INstruments
GRADE = Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation
CR10 = ratings of perceived exertion on a category-ratio 0-10 scale
HR = heart rate
ICC = intraclass correlation
VO₂ = oxygen uptake
PA = physical activity
Physical Activity Recall Assessment for People with Spinal Cord Injury (PARA-SCI)
PRISMA = Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
RPE = ratings of perceived exertion
RPE 6-20 = ratings of perceived exertion on a 6-20 scale
SCI = spinal cord injury
INTRODUCTION

World-wide statistics show that each year between 250,000 and 500,000 people incur a spinal cord injury (SCI) [1]. As a result of profound physical, environmental and psychological barriers to physical activity (PA) participation [2,3], adults with SCI are more physically inactive and deconditioned compared to the general population and other disability groups [4,5,6]. These factors contribute to the increased risk in the SCI population of chronic conditions such as cardiometabolic disease [7,8,9,10].

As a fundamental step toward promoting physical activity (PA) among adults with SCI, the first evidence-based, SCI-specific PA guidelines were developed in 2011 [11]. These guidelines were underpinned by a systematic review and appraisal of evidence regarding the effects of exercise training on fitness of adults with SCI [12]. That review showed that 20 min of moderate to vigorous aerobic exercise, performed twice per week at an intensity of 60-65% peak oxygen uptake ($\dot{V}O_2$) or 60-80% peak heart rate (HR) is required for adults with SCI to gain important fitness benefits. Such fitness benefits have been positively associated to health, participation and quality of life of adults with SCI [13,14,15]. However, $\dot{V}O_2$ and HR measures of exercise intensity cannot be used by many adults with SCI. The cost of $\dot{V}O_2$ equipment is prohibitive for most rehabilitation centers and exercise environments in the community [11], while sympathetic decentralization renders HR to be an unsuitable method for assessing aerobic intensity in those with lesion levels at or above the fifth thoracic vertebra [16,17,18].

Subjective measures of aerobic intensity are considered reliable and valid alternatives to $\dot{V}O_2$ and HR for assessing exercise intensity within the able-bodied population [19,20]. Such measures are based on the psychological integration of cardiorespiratory, musculoskeletal and metabolic signals of exertion, into ratings of perceived exertion (RPE) using, for example, a 6-20 scale (RPE 6-20) or a 0-10 category-ratio scale (CR10) [21].
However, the able-bodied evidence cannot be generalized to the SCI population. The interpretation of signals of exertion might be altered by impaired afferent feedback from the exercising muscles, a decentralized sympathetic nervous system, and/or peripheral fatigue of the small active muscle mass during upper-body aerobic exercise [19,21,22,23,24].

Notwithstanding, both RPE 6-20 and CR10 have been used to assess exercise intensity in aerobic exercise interventions for adults with SCI [25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37]. Furthermore, recent data suggests that using differentiated RPE could improve the assessment of upper-body aerobic exercise intensity compared to the traditional overall RPE [38,39]; differentiated RPE involves separately rating peripheral RPE (signals from the exercising limbs) and central RPE (cardiorespiratory signals), instead of using overall RPE (integrated rating of the peripheral and central signals).

Another subjective intensity measure suggested to adults with SCI is a PA intensity classification chart [11], part of a reliable and valid SCI-specific PA questionnaire (Physical Activity Recall Assessment for People with Spinal Cord Injury [PARA-SCI]) [40].

However, it is not yet clear whether adults with SCI can use these different subjective measures in a reliable and valid fashion to assess intensity during various forms of aerobic exercise. If so, this would provide the evidence base for adults with SCI to self-regulate exercise intensity without $\dot{V}O_2$ or HR measures. These questions warrant a systematic review on the fundamental measurement properties of test-retest reliability and criterion validity [41]. Protocols to test these measurement properties for subjective intensity measures have previously been developed (Table 1) [20,42]. Accordingly, the purpose of this systematic review was to synthesize and appraise research regarding test-retest reliability or criterion validity of subjective measures for assessing aerobic exercise intensity in adults with SCI.

**METHODS**
The conduct and reporting of this review was guided by the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) [43]. The review protocol was not registered.

**Bibliographic databases and keywords**

The following electronic bibliographic databases were searched for studies published from inception up to 1-1-2016: Pubmed, PsychINFO (EBSCOhost), SPORTDiscus (EBSCOhost), EMBASE (OVID), CINAHL (OVID). Databases were searched by combining keywords representing SCI with keywords representing subjective exercise intensity (Supplement 1). Language was restricted to English [44].

**Study eligibility criteria**

Studies were included if:

- at least 50% of the participants were adults (≥16 years) with traumatic or non-traumatic SCI, excluding those with spina bifida or multiple sclerosis;
- participants performed an aerobic cyclic exercise test (e.g. arm cranking, wheelchair propulsion, bodyweight-supported ambulation) of at least 3 min in which a subjective intensity measure was used simultaneously with measurement of $\dot{V}O_2$ or HR [45,46] and
- a reliability and/or validity protocol was used in accordance with Tables 1 and 2 [20,42].

Peer-reviewed studies with single-case and group designs were included. Studies or individual data were excluded if solely based on HR in participants with lesions levels at or above the fifth thoracic vertebra, in whom a decentralized sympathetic nervous system renders HR to be potentially unsuitable for assessing exercise intensity [16,17,18].

**Eligibility screening**
Two reviewers (XXXXX and XX) conducted eligibility screening independently, while not being blinded to authors or journals. The citations identified through the database searches were combined and duplicates were removed (Figure 1). The reviewers then scanned titles and abstracts, excluding citations that clearly did not meet eligibility criteria. Following this, the full-texts of the remaining citations were reviewed; non-eligible citations were excluded while recording reasons for exclusion. Finally, the reviewers scanned reference lists of included studies for potentially eligible citations not identified through the database searches. Differences were identified at all stages between the reviewers, who then reached a final decision by together re-reviewing the title, abstract and/or full text against the eligibility criteria.

Data extraction

One reviewer (XXXXX) extracted data from the included studies, verified by a second reviewer (XX). Data extraction (Table 3) included pre-allocated fields on:
- the subjective measure evaluated (e.g. overall RPE 6-20, peripheral RPE 6-20, CR10);
- participant characteristics (i.e., demographics, lesion characteristics, fitness levels, and PA levels);
- study protocol (i.e., test protocol, exercise modality, exercise intensity, familiarization with the subjective measure, and if/how the subjective measure was prompted during exercise); and
- results (i.e., individual or group data of subjective intensity and $\dot{V}O_2$ or HR as well as statistics on reliability or validity).

Following this, the benchmarks shown in Table 2 were used to assess if the results of each study indicated acceptable, unacceptable or inconclusive test-retest reliability or criterion validity for the evaluated subjective measure. The benchmarks were based on PA.
questionnaire studies [47], and the assumption that >10% variation in VO$_2$ or HR is unacceptable for a subjective intensity measure to be considered reliable or valid.

Risk of bias of each study

One reviewer (XX) assessed risk of bias of each study, verified by a second reviewer (XXXXX). Quality of each study was assessed using the COnsensus-based Standards for the selection of health Measurement INstruments (COSMIN) checklist, which has been developed through a transparent and rigorous process [48]. The checklist was considered applicable given that subjective aerobic intensity measures bear many resemblances to health measurement instruments. The COSMIN checklist includes a section with 14 items on test-retest reliability and a section with seven items on criterion validity. The items on statistics required modification in accordance with Table 2 (see Supplement 2 for the modified items). The lowest rating of any of the items within a section defined the overall score for each included study, which could be “Excellent”, “Good”, “Fair”, or “Poor”. After verification by XXXXXX, two items required further discussion between the reviewers: appropriateness of the time interval (item #8 for reliability) and whether there were “minor” or “major” flaws in the study designs (item #10 for reliability, item #5 for validity). The COSMIN criteria were re-evaluated to reach a final decision.

A level of evidence was then designated for each study based on the quality score and, for validity studies, strength of the study design. Level 1 reliability studies were studies of Excellent or Good quality, while Level 2 reliability studies were studies of Fair or Poor quality. Level 1 and 2 validity studies were based on an estimation-production design (Level 1: Excellent or Good quality; Level 2: Fair or Poor quality). The single-test relationships design was considered a weaker design than the estimation-production procedure for assessing the criterion validity of assessing aerobic intensity using a subjective measure [49].
Accordingly, validity studies using a single-test relationship design were designated as Level 3 (Excellent or Good quality) or Level 4 (Fair or Poor quality).

**Synthesis and appraisal of evidence**

For each subjective intensity measure, an evidence summary was drafted for studies that showed acceptable, unacceptable, or inconclusive reliability/validity. Each evidence summary included descriptive data on quality scores, participant characteristics, exercise modality, exercise intensity, familiarization with the subjective measure, and if/how the subjective measure was prompted during exercise (Table 4).

These summaries were then used to assess the evidence for each measure using Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) [50,51]. The GRADE method prescribes assessing the evidence for risk of bias, inconsistency, imprecision, indirectness, and publication bias [50,51]. If one or more of those issues appeared, the GRADE confidence ratings was downgraded from “High” to “Moderate”, “Low” or “Very low” [50,51]. Benchmarks for these criteria were developed for this review (Supplement 3). A “Very serious” risk of bias was defined by a lack of Level 1 or 2 studies, and “Serious” risk of bias by the presence of only one Level 1 or 2 study. Inconsistency was defined by less than two third of studies showing acceptable reliability/validity (Table 2).

Imprecision was assessed based on (i) the absence of adequately powered studies (for 80% power to detect an ICC≥0.70 or r≥0.80, using a one-tailed test with α=0.05, N≥11 or N≥8 are the minimal sample sizes, respectively [52]), and/or (ii) more than half of the studies providing inconclusive results due to large interindividual differences (Table 2). Indirectness was defined by the evidence not including study groups representative of the SCI population as well as various exercise modalities and intensities (Supplement 3). Publication bias was considered absent, based on scanning reference lists and searching trial registers (Supplement 2).
A higher GRADE confidence rating [50,51] was considered if excellent reliability/validity (e.g. ICC $\geq 0.80$) was found across the majority of studies (Supplement 3).

Finally, for each intensity measure, a Conclusion based on the GRADE assessment was formulated regarding the confidence in the evidence. These statements reflected the generalizability of the evidence towards the entire population with SCI (e.g. acute and chronic SCI, physically active and inactive), towards various exercise intensities (light, moderate and vigorous), and towards the various upper and lower-body exercise modalities applicable for adults with SCI [12].

**RESULTS**

From 647 unique citations, seven studies were found eligible; one for test-retest reliability and six for criterion validity (Figure 1). These seven studies evaluated overall, peripheral and/or central RPE 6-20 (Table 3). Eligible studies on other subjective measures of aerobic intensity were not identified.

**Studies regarding test-retest reliability**

In the one reliability study, overall RPE 6-20 was assessed in 102 participants with acute SCI [53]. The study included men and women with varying PA levels and lesion characteristics, in whom predominantly peak $\dot{V}O_2 <1.00 \text{ L}\cdot\text{min}^{-1}$ was found. No details were provided on procedures for familiarizing participants with the use of RPE. It was reported that RPE was prompted visually and verbally during exercise. The group performed two maximal arm crank or wheelchair ergometry tests separated by eight weeks. Under those conditions, the reported ICC of 0.47 indicated that reliability of overall RPE 6-20 was unacceptable. However, it was not clear whether findings were confounded by changes in the participants occurring between the test and retest (e.g. neural recovery, improved upper-body skills). The study therefore
received only a “Fair” quality rating (Supplement 2).

Synthesis and appraisal of evidence regarding test-retest reliability

A Very low GRADE confidence rating in the evidence was established through the GRADE assessment for three reasons. Firstly, there was Serious risk of bias, given there was only one Level 2 study. Secondly, there was a lack of directness for the population (absence of adults with lumbar lesions or chronic SCI) and protocols used (no evidence for light and moderate exercise intensities and modalities other than upper-body exercise). Finally, it had to be assumed that the evidence lacks precision, as no ICC confidence intervals or limits of agreement were presented. Accordingly, the Conclusion was formulated as: “There is very low confidence in the evidence evaluating the reliability of overall RPE 6-20 for adults with acute SCI performing maximal-intensity upper-body exercise, and therefore also very low confidence for evidence regarding other SCI populations, exercise intensities and modalities.”

Studies regarding criterion validity

In the six eligible validity studies, overall RPE 6-20 was used in five studies [22,54,55,56,57] peripheral RPE 6-20 in three studies [22,55,58], and central RPE 6-20 in two studies (Table 3) [22,55]. Two studies [22,54] used an estimation-production design consisting of a 20-min \( \dot{V}O_2 \)-regulated trial that was reproduced based on RPE. Five studies [22,55,56,57,58] used a single-test relationship design to establish the correlation between \( \dot{V}O_2 \) and RPE during a maximal or submaximal test. One study used an estimation-production as well as a single-test relationship design [22]. Data were only reported or eligible for \( \dot{V}O_2 \) (Table 3), except for one study that included data on Pearson’s \( r \) between RPE 6-20 and HR [55].

Four out of the six studies included adults with chronic SCI and high fitness levels who performed sports at an elite or recreational level (37 out of 50 total participants).
In the other two studies, PA and/or fitness levels were not reported [56,57]. Across the six studies, adults with various lesion and completeness levels were included, but not women or adults with acute SCI. Five studies employed various upper-body modalities (wheelchair ergometry [22,55], arm crank ergometry [58], hand cycle ergometry [54], and recumbent stepping [57]), while the sixth study utilized electrically-stimulated ambulation [56]. Moderate and/or vigorous intensities were assessed in the two studies that used an estimation-production design [22,54], while light, moderate and vigorous intensities were evaluated in the studies employing a single-test relationship design. In four out of the six studies, RPE was prompted visually and verbally during exercise after receiving detailed verbal instructions on how to use the RPE scale [22,54,55,58]. Details on these methods were not provided in the other two reports [56,57].

All studies received a Fair or Poor quality rating owing to inappropriate use of statistics (e.g. no Fisher transformation when averaging Pearson’s r), minor flaws in the design of the study (e.g. potential selection bias), and/or inadequately powered samples (Table 4 and Supplement 2). Assessment of the checklist items for each study can be found in Supplement 2.

**Synthesis and appraisal of evidence regarding criterion validity**

*Overall RPE 6-20:* The limits of agreement of the two Level 2 studies [22,54] indicated that most, but not all participants were able to use overall RPE 6-20 to reproduce 50 and/or 70% peak \( \dot{V}O_2 \) with a relative difference <10% (Table 3). The Level 4 studies [22,55,57,58] suggested that overall RPE 6-20 was strongly correlated to \( \dot{V}O_2 \) in all but one participant performing upper-body exercise, while lower correlations were found among participants performing ambulation [56] (Tables 3 and 4). This lack of consistency and precision, along
with the absence of study groups representative of the entire SCI population, led to a Very low GRADE confidence rating in the evidence (Table 4). However, there was no indirectness for adults with chronic SCI and high fitness levels performing upper-body exercise at a moderate to vigorous intensity (50-70% peak VO$_2$ and RPE 12-16), after receiving verbal instructions about overall RPE 6-20, and while being prompted visually and verbally with the RPE 6-20 scale during exercise. Accordingly, for that evidence, a conclusion reflecting slightly higher (but still low) confidence was formulated (Table 4).

Peripheral RPE 6-20: Although the three studies [22,55,58] indicated acceptable validity for peripheral RPE 6-20, all were Level 4 studies. This lack of higher-quality studies, along with a lack of directness for the SCI population and various exercise modalities, led to a Very low GRADE confidence rating in the evidence (Table 4). The lack of higher-quality studies prohibited a conclusion reflecting higher confidence in the evidence for a subgroup under specific conditions, in contrast to overall RPE 6-20 (Table 4).

Central RPE 6-20: The two studies [22,55] indicated acceptable validity for this measure, but both were Level 4 studies. The GRADE assessment revealed similar limitations in the evidence as those for peripheral RPE 6-20, again leading to a conclusion reflecting Very low confidence in the evidence (Table 4).

Discussion

This systematic review is the first to synthesize and appraise evidence regarding the test-retest reliability and criterion validity of subjective intensity measures for assessing aerobic exercise intensity in adults with SCI. Through our rigorous and transparent approach in accordance with standards for developing clinical guidelines [50,59], the review provides health care
professionals and scientists with the information required to make evidence-based decisions [60] for assessing aerobic intensity in adults with SCI. This approach also allowed identification of the most imminent research matters, as discussed below.

Evidence regarding test-retest reliability

The only eligible reliability study was a lower-quality study evaluating overall RPE 6-20 in adults with acute SCI performing maximal-intensity upper-body exercise. This therefore resulted in there being very little confidence in the evidence regarding test-retest reliability. This is in stark contrast with able-bodied research, in which several studies have shown acceptable test-retest reliability for the use of RPE in assessing exercise intensity [19]. However, these studies did indicate that between-trial reliability of RPE to assess intensity increases from the second to the third trial, compared to the first to second trial [19]. This implies that participants need familiarization using an exercise test to reliably self-assess exercise intensity using RPE, and suggests practice improves the reliable use of RPE [19]. Only two trials were conducted in the reliability study included in this review, which could explain the low ICC in that study, of 0.47 [53]. Another confounding factor may have been the eight-week period between test and retest. In this period, neurological recovery of afferent feedback [3] or changes in upper-body skills [61] may have influenced assessment of RPE of the participants [19,22], who had only recently incurred SCI.

This very limited evidence base highlights issues to be addressed in future research. First, high-quality reliability studies are required that include participants with chronic SCI, various exercise intensities, and various exercise modalities. Second, the influence of familiarization and practice on RPE estimates needs to be investigated, i.e., to determine how much practice is needed to yield reliable RPE. Third, there is no evidence of measures other than overall RPE 6-20 specifically assessing the test-retest reliability of an aerobic exercise
bout in accordance with appropriate designs (Table 1). Although reliability studies were
identified for other subjective intensity measures [40,62], these did not use a study design
eligible for evaluating subjective intensity during aerobic exercise (Table 1). For example,
acceptable test-retest reliability has been found in an adequately-powered study regarding the
intensity classification chart of the PARA-SCI [40]. However, because the PARA-SCI is a
self-report measure of overall PA and leisure-time PA [40], the test-retest protocol for the
intensity classification chart involved recalling the intensity of activities, rather than reporting
the intensities of aerobic exercise bouts as they occurred. Another study indicated acceptable
reliability for a subjective measure to assess wheelchair racing intensity, but it was ineligible
for this review as >50% of participants had disabilities other than SCI [62]. Finally, quality
could be improved by applying standard reporting criteria based on Table 1 and the COSMIN
checklist (Supplement 2); examples are improved reporting of statistical methods, how
missing data were handled, and provision of individual data to allow additional analyses by
others, if necessary.

Evidence regarding criterion validity

The review identified promising evidence indicating that overall RPE 6-20 may have
acceptable validity for adults with chronic SCI and high fitness levels performing moderate to
vigorous-intensity upper-body aerobic exercise. However, there can still be no more than low
confidence in that evidence due to the lack of precise, consistent results. Although there was
consistent evidence for peripheral and central RPE 6-20, it was based on lower-quality
studies, leading to very low confidence in that evidence.

Significant gaps in knowledge remain for validly assessing aerobic exercise intensity
using subjective measures in adults with SCI, as the quality and size of the current SCI
evidence lags far behind that for the general population [19,20]. These gaps can be addressed
in several ways. First, adequately-powered, high-quality studies using estimation-production designs are required that not only include participants with high fitness levels but also physically inactive or deconditioned adults with SCI who are found in the far majority of the SCI population [4,5,6]. Presumably, physical inactivity or deconditioning imply less experience with exercise and the sensations connected to subjective intensity, which may reduce the valid use of RPE [19,20]. Thus the ability to assess exercise intensity using RPE with acceptable validity could be different based on PA level.

Second, high-quality studies are required to assess if and how reliability and validity of subjective measures of intensity are influenced by lack of afferent feedback from the exercising limbs during clinically popular exercise modalities such as functionally electrical stimulated cycling and ambulation exercise [63]. It also remains to be investigated whether reliability and validity differ among upper-body exercise modalities such as arm cranking and wheelchair propulsion, for example due to differences in mechanical efficiency [39].

Third, the validity evidence for aerobic exercise is currently limited to RPE 6-20. Validity studies regarding other measures have been conducted [40,64], but were not based on an eligible study design for aerobic exercise (Table 1). For example, acceptable validity has been found in an adequately-powered study regarding the intensity classification chart of the PARA-SCI [40], but this finding was based on recalling one day of overall PA during which \( \dot{V}O_2 \) data had been collected, as opposed to reporting the subjective intensity during the activity. Another example was a study regarding the validity of the Talk Test for assessing exercise intensity in adults with SCI [64]. This study was considered ineligible for this review given that its protocol for the estimation trial (maximal exercise test) was not matched with the production trial (20-min exercise bout). Furthermore, Borg’s CR10 has been used in various SCI exercise interventions [25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37], but there is no reliability or validity data to support the use of this measure in adults with SCI performing
aerobic exercise. Most of these interventions showed positive effects of exercise on fitness and health when prescribing a range of CR10 aerobic intensities (3 to 7). However, there was little to no information provided on how the CR10 was employed, what the actual objective and subjective intensities were during the exercise sessions, and whether these responses changed over the training period. The current intervention research can therefore not be used to recommend a specific subjective intensity to improve fitness and health.

Fourth, the evidence base could be supported by availability of data of individual participants. This may for example allow calculation of appropriate statistics (Table 1), or recalculation of otherwise ineligible data, which for instance may have allowed the inclusion of an adequately-powered validity study that used absolute $\dot{V}O_2$, instead of the required % peak $\dot{V}O_2$[65]. Another example is providing data of CR10, along with $\dot{V}O_2$ and HR, of individuals performing a maximal exercise test as part of an intervention. In a future analysis, these data could be used to assess validity in accordance with the single-test relationship design (Table 1).

Finally, improved reporting in accordance with Table 2 and the COSMIN checklist shown in Supplement 2 would strengthen the evidence base. Quality of the evidence could also improve if all future studies reported if and how participants were familiarized with a subjective intensity measure, and how the measure was prompted during exercise, which may be another factor influencing the validity of subjective intensity measures [21].

Study limitations

It is possible that there is evidence from non-English literature that was not captured by this review, but this seems unlikely based on previous reviews [44]. Furthermore, we considered contacting authors for additional data, for example to improve data quality of some studies through conducting appropriate statistical analyses. However, this was not considered
resource-effective; the other quality issues for these studies would still have led to the same 
COSMIN quality scores and GRADE assessments.

Recommendations for practice

Based on the GRADE framework for moving from evidence to recommendations [66], health 
care professionals and scientists need to be aware that a strong clinical recommendation for 
the use of subjective measures of aerobic intensity is prohibited considering the lack of 
moderate or high-quality evidence. However, a tentative, conditional recommendation seems 
appropriate for the emerging evidence base for overall RPE 6-20, since it is supported by the 
positive judgement regarding the other domains of the GRADE framework, i.e. estimates of 
values and preferences, resource use, and the balance between desirable and undesirable 
outcomes (see Supplement 4 for an overview). There is data showing the high value placed on 
subjective measures of exercise intensity by adults with SCI and health care professionals 
[11]. In addition, resources required to implement subjective intensity measures are much 
lower than costly alternatives such as \( \dot{V}O_2 \) monitoring. The balance between potential 
desirable and undesirable outcomes is also positive. A subjective measure of aerobic intensity 
could support important fitness improvements, while the only undesirable outcome is 
underestimation of actual intensity leading to more vigorous exercise. This may be an 
acceptable risk assuming the participant has no contraindications to vigorous exercise based 
on consultation by a health care professional [11].

Accordingly, the following conditional recommendation may be provided to health 
care professionals and scientists making evidence-based decisions for assessing aerobic 
intensity in adults with SCI: “Overall RPE 6-20 can tentatively be used to assess and form the 
basis for regulating upper-body exercise at a moderate to vigorous intensity in adults with
chronic SCI who have high fitness levels, have been familiarized with the measure and are prompted with the scale during exercise (Supplement 4).

Conclusions

This systematic review showed that there is currently a lack of robust evidence regarding the reliable and valid use of subjective measures to assess aerobic exercise intensity in adults with SCI. Health care professionals and scientists need to be aware of this limited evidence base, which currently prohibits a strong clinical recommendation towards use of these subjective measures. Still, it seems appropriate to provide a tentative, conditional recommendation for the use of overall RPE 6-20 to assess exercise intensity, dependent on participants’ fitness levels as well as the exercise intensity and modality used.
**Figure and Table legends**

**Figure 1.** Flow diagram of studies through the different phases of the review.

**Table 1.** Eligible study designs to assess test-retest reliability or criterion validity of subjective measures for assessing aerobic exercise intensity.

**Table 2.** Benchmarks for acceptable, unacceptable or inconclusive test-retest reliability and criterion validity.

**Table 3.** Data extracted from the eligible studies regarding test-retest reliability and criterion validity (alphabetically ordered).

**Table 4** Synthesis and appraisal of evidence regarding criterion validity: GRADE assessments and Conclusions.
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Supplement 1 – Keywords and search strategy for each database

Bibliographic databases and keywords

The following selection of bibliographic databases was searched for studies published from inception until January 1, 2016: Pubmed, PsychINFO (EBSCOhost), SPORTDiscus (EBSCOhost), EMBASE (OVID) and CINAHL (OVID). SCI was represented by keywords such as spinal cord lesion, spine injury or paraplegia, by common non-traumatic causes of SCI (myelitis, myelopathy, spinal cord disease) and by the SCI syndromes that American Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) recognizes (Brown-Sequard, cauda equina, central cord, anterior cord, conus medullaris syndrome).37 Keywords for subjective exercise intensity were: perceived exertion, perceived effort, perceived intensity, subjective exertion, subjective effort, subjective intensity, perception of exertion, perception of effort and perception of intensity. Each keyword representing SCI was combined with each keyword representing subjective exercise intensity when searching the databases. Language was restricted to English, and expected to have little effect on results.38 The search strategy for each database is shown below.
Pubmed – Search Strategy

- no filters

TI Title field:
(spinal cord* OR spinal cord injur* OR spinal cord disease* OR spinal cord dysfunction* OR spinal cord fracture* OR spinal cord syndrome* OR spinal cord disorder* OR spinal injur* OR spinal disease* OR spinal dysfunction* OR spinal syndrome* OR spinal disorder* OR spinal impairment* OR SCI OR central cord syndrome* OR tetraplegia* OR quadriplegi* OR paraplegi* OR cervical cord* OR Brown-Sequard Syndrome* OR myelitis OR paralys*) AND (perceived exertion* OR perceived effort* OR perceived intensit* OR subjective exertion* OR subjective effort* OR subjective intensit* OR RPE)

OR

AB Abstract field:
(spinal cord* OR spinal cord injur* OR spinal cord disease* OR spinal cord dysfunction* OR spinal cord fracture* OR spinal cord syndrome* OR spinal cord disorder* OR spinal injur* OR spinal disease* OR spinal dysfunction* OR spinal syndrome* OR spinal disorder* OR spinal impairment* OR SCI OR central cord syndrome* OR tetraplegia* OR quadriplegi* OR paraplegi* OR cervical cord* OR Brown-Sequard Syndrome* OR myelitis OR paralys*) AND (perceived exertion* OR perceived effort* OR perceived intensit* OR subjective exertion* OR subjective effort* OR subjective intensit* OR RPE)

OR

KW Keywords
(spinal cord* OR spinal cord injur* OR spinal cord disease* OR spinal cord dysfunction* OR spinal cord fracture* OR spinal cord syndrome* OR spinal cord disorder* OR spinal injur* OR spinal disease* OR spinal dysfunction* OR spinal syndrome* OR spinal disorder* OR spinal impairment* OR SCI OR central cord syndrome* OR tetraplegia* OR quadriplegi* OR paraplegi* OR cervical cord* OR Brown-Sequard Syndrome* OR myelitis OR paralys*) AND (perceived exertion* OR perceived effort* OR perceived intensit* OR subjective exertion* OR subjective effort* OR subjective intensit* OR RPE)
PsycINFO (via EBSCOhost)

- Box ticked “Also search within the full text of the articles”

**TI Title field:**

(spinal cord* OR spinal cord injur* OR spinal cord disease* OR spinal cord dysfunction* OR spinal cord fracture* OR spinal cord syndrome* OR spinal cord disorder* OR spinal injur* OR spinal disease* OR spinal dysfunction* OR spinal syndrome* OR spinal disorder* OR spinal impairment* OR SCI OR central cord syndrome* OR tetraplegia* OR quadriplegi* OR paraplegi* OR cervical cord* OR Brown-Sequard Syndrome* OR myelitis OR paralys*) AND (perceived exertion* OR perceived effort* OR perceived intensit* OR subjective exertion* OR subjective effort* OR subjective intensit* OR RPE)

OR

**AB Abstract field:**

(spinal cord* OR spinal cord injur* OR spinal cord disease* OR spinal cord dysfunction* OR spinal cord fracture* OR spinal cord syndrome* OR spinal cord disorder* OR spinal injur* OR spinal disease* OR spinal dysfunction* OR spinal syndrome* OR spinal disorder* OR spinal impairment* OR SCI OR central cord syndrome* OR tetraplegia* OR quadriplegi* OR paraplegi* OR cervical cord* OR Brown-Sequard Syndrome* OR myelitis OR paralys*) AND (perceived exertion* OR perceived effort* OR perceived intensit* OR subjective exertion* OR subjective effort* OR subjective intensit* OR RPE)

OR

**KW Keywords**

(spinal cord* OR spinal cord injur* OR spinal cord disease* OR spinal cord dysfunction* OR spinal cord fracture* OR spinal cord syndrome* OR spinal cord disorder* OR spinal injur* OR spinal disease* OR spinal dysfunction* OR spinal syndrome* OR spinal disorder* OR spinal impairment* OR SCI OR central cord syndrome* OR tetraplegia* OR quadriplegi* OR paraplegi* OR cervical cord* OR Brown-Sequard Syndrome* OR myelitis OR paralys*) AND (perceived exertion* OR perceived effort* OR perceived intensit* OR subjective exertion* OR subjective effort* OR subjective intensit* OR RPE)

OR

**TX All Text**

(spinal cord* OR spinal cord injur* OR spinal cord disease* OR spinal cord dysfunction* OR spinal cord fracture* OR spinal cord syndrome* OR spinal cord disorder* OR spinal injur* OR spinal disease* OR spinal dysfunction* OR spinal syndrome* OR spinal disorder* OR spinal impairment* OR SCI OR central cord syndrome* OR tetraplegia* OR quadriplegi* OR paraplegi* OR cervical cord* OR Brown-Sequard Syndrome* OR myelitis OR paralys*) AND (perceived exertion* OR perceived effort* OR perceived intensit* OR subjective exertion* OR subjective effort* OR subjective intensit* OR RPE)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Conditions</th>
<th>Excellent</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Poor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of missing items described</td>
<td>Percentage of missing items NOT described</td>
<td>Not described but can be deduced how missing items were handled</td>
<td>Not clear how missing items were handled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Described how missing items were handled</td>
<td>Described how missing items were handled</td>
<td>Not described but it can be deduced how missing items were handled</td>
<td>Not clear how missing items were handled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate sample size</td>
<td>Small sample size</td>
<td>Not described</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time interval stated</td>
<td>Time interval NOT stated</td>
<td>Not described</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients were stable (evidence provided)</td>
<td>Patients were NOT stable</td>
<td>Assumable that patients were stable</td>
<td>Patients were NOT stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assumable that the measurements were independent</td>
<td>Measurements NOT independent</td>
<td>Not described</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test conditions were similar (evidence provided)</td>
<td>Test conditions were NOT similar</td>
<td>Assumable that test conditions were similar</td>
<td>Test conditions were NOT similar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC calculated and model or formula of the ICC is described; and/or limits of agreement reported; vector individual data provided**</td>
<td>ICC calculated but model or formula of the ICC is not described or not practical</td>
<td>No ICC or Pearson or Spearman correlations calculated</td>
<td>No ICC or Pearson or Spearman correlations calculated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Added based on the statistics presented in Table 1

* For 80% power to detect an ICC≥0.70 or r≥0.80, using a one-tailed test with α=0.05, N≥11 or N≥8 are the minimal sample sizes, respectively (Field J, Holbrook T, Long S, Baeker K, O’Ferrall S, a flexible statistical power analysis program for the social, behavioral, and biomedical sciences, Behavior research methods 2007;39(2):175-91).